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Safe and efficient terrain flight requires that the copilot or navi
gator give verbal navigation instructions that allow the pilot to respond 
quickly and effectively with m:i.n:imum confusion and head-in-cockpit time. 
The intracockpit communications of forty-seven Nap-of-the-Earth (NOE) 
training flights were tape recorded. NOE communication questionnaires 
were developed and acln:inistered to sixty student pilots and seventy-four 
instructor pilots. Analysis of the tapes and questionnaire data indicated 
that the crew TIEibers were spending 30 .1 percent of their time in 
communication concerning navigation. Analysis of the tape recordings 
also indicated that new student pilot (SP) flight crews exhibited a 
greater density of ca:munication (t = 10.07, df = 45, p < . 05) than did 
the SP flight crews that had been flying together. Seventy-seven 
percent of the IPs indicated that formal navigation communication 
instructions presented in the classrocm would be 100re desirable than 
IPs teaching their students individually the navigation terms and techni
ques that should be used. 
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INI'RODUGriON 

The unique characteristics of terrain flying, composed of Nap-of-the
Earth (NOE) , Low Level and Contour flight levels or techniques, have 
brought new demands and requi.r'elrents upon Arr.rrj helicopter aircrews . One 
important requirement involves the need to effectively and efficiently 
transmit navigation infonnation. To effectively transmit such infor
mation requires verbal ccmnands fran the copilot/navigator to the pilot 
such that the aircraft can be flCM!l on the desired flight path. To do 
so efficiently rrean.s using tenns which are clearly understood, pennit 
maneuvering in a timely manner, and allCJIN' the pilot to maintain maxinun 
time outside the cockpit to avoid terrain and obstacles. Even with 
autanatic navigation systems which incorporate head-up displays, sub
stantial intracrew navigaticn camunications will be required for the 
foreseeable future. 

It has been noted that the roost significant hunan factors problem 
related to NOE flight is the head-in-cockpit time demands made by 
conventional navigaticn techniques . 4. 5 Safe NOE flight requires that 
the pilot keep his eyes on il:mediate obstacles and rely on terrain 
features and directions fran the navigator as the primary reans of con
trolling the directim of his flight. Navigation in this manner is a 
nnst difficult task which calls for a great deal of teanliiOrk between the 
pilot and copilot.l,4 Cockpit teanwork. has emerged as a hunan factors 
problem in NOE flight because of the necessity for a division of duties 
and respmsibility Bl'OCJrlg the crew.l,4 Such factors as physical and roon
tal fatigue resulting fran the resolute vigilance required during day and 
night NOE flight, precipitate a need for a language system which can be 
relied upon during the trost extenuating conditions. 

A s~dization of terminology to describe the terrain has been 
suggested, • but no emphasis has been placed on. the standardization of 
those tenns by which the navigator guides th~ pilot over the terrain. 
Too often the navigator gives a direction which either requires the 
pilot to focus inside en the instnmmt panel for reference or produces 
scma uncertainty in the pilot as to the exact rean:ilig of the instructions. 
Either case can cause a slower reaction tilre by the pilot and could 
result in a degradation in his efficiency in handling the helicopter. 

The U. S. Arr.rrj Agency for Aviation Safety (USAMVS) recently 
reviewed the Arr.rrj aviation accidents occurring between 1958 and 1972 
and found that 75-80 percent of the helicopter and fixed wing accidents 
were listed as having pilot error as one of the cause factors. These 
pilot error accidents resulted in an average cost of $58,000,000 a year 
in the form of injuries, fatalities, and aircraft damage.3 In addition, 
the report revealed that the proportion of pilot error accidents did not 
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appreciably change over the fifteen years examined. One would 
expect, however, that the current errphasis on day and night terrain 
flight to produce new aviation safety problems . 

The USMAVS accident report indicated that two of the five task 
errors which contributed to pilot error mishaps were: (1) processing 
and using information, and (2) camunicating. These two task errors 
could occur in the navigation camnnication sequence and tlrus poten
tially interact with other variables to produce an accident. 

A study by Miller, Heise & Lichten (1951) revealed that expectation 
of certain ~ds in1>roved the recognition of these ~ds. 2 That is, the 
percentage of orally presented "WOrds correctly recognized was inversely 
related to the size of the vocabulary utilized in the project. Thus, in 
cmmmications systems, such as those in present day helicopters with 
high anbient noise levels, the use of a limited and therefore familiar 
navigation vocabulary should in1>rove intelligibility and reduce 
confusion and indecision. 

At the present time, navigation tenninology is not presented 
formally in the classrocm training of rotary wing pilots , however, toost 
of the instructor pilots (IPs) do give infonnal guidance concerning the 
terms or phrases that they use. The objective of the current investi
gation was to examine the navigation terms used by students and IPs 
during the ta phase of helicopter tactics training and fo:rm.llate 
questionnaires for both instructor and student pilots (who had ~leted 
tactics training) in an at~t to detennine what navigation terms or 
phrases were considered to be toost efficient and· effective. 

Subjects 

OOE Camlllnications G~ Two groups of IPs and students fran the 
Fort RUCker DePartment of graduate Flight Training, Advanced 
Division, were participants in the recording of camunication inflight 
during NJE training (one of the final stages of undergraduate flight 
training). The first group consisted of five IPs and 10 student pilots 
(SPs) . These SPs had been paired together throughout flight training. 
The second group consisted of eight IPs and ten SPs (also fran the 
Advanced Divisioo). These ten SPs were switched to new flight 
partners during the NJE phase of their training. 
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Questionnaire Respondees 

InstnJCtor Pilots. The respondees were 74 IPs frCill the Department 
of Undergraduate Flight Training, Advanced Division, Fort Rllcker, AL. 
The IPs 1 ages ranged frcm 22 to 4 7 with a rrean age of 28. 2. These IPs 
had total flight hours ranging frCill 700 to 4100 with a rrean of 1933.2. 

Student Pilots. The respondees were 60 SPs, tested the last day of 
their initial rotary wing flight training at Fort Rucker, AL. The SPs 1 

ages ranged frCill 19 to 37 with a mean age of 25. 3. These SPs had total 
flight hours ranging frcm 199 to 1985 with a rrean of 322. 6 7 . Several of 
the SPs had acctm.1lated a nunber of flight hours as cr€'WI~Blbers before 
entering flight training. 

Procedure 

Phase I, NOE Camrunication Recor~ Tape recorders were connected 
to the helicopter interCCill systems so t t all camrunication occurring 
inflight was recorded. IPs operated standard battery powered tape 
recorders during the NOE portion of the SPs 1 tactical flight training. 
The NOE block of flight instruction carne after the students had canpleted 
approximately 33 weeks of their 36 weeks of training. 

The IPs turned on the tape recorders at the beginning of each NOE 
training course and taping was discontinued at the end of the course. 
During NOE flight training, the IPs sat in the left front seat of the 
training helicopter (UH-1) while the SPs received six hours of flight 
training in the right front seat as the pilot and six hours of training 
in the jurqJ seat as the navigator or copilot. Integrat~d into these 
l2 hours of flight were four NOE course runs with each SP acting as the 
pilot and four runs as the navigator. 

In group I, the SPs and IP team integrity was maintained. The SPs 
who had been partners during early tactics training stayed together 
during the NOE phase of training, and therefore, were accustaned to 
flying with each other. 

In group II, the SP team was switched such that SPs who had not been 
together during the early phases of tactics training were partners during 
the NOE phase of training. Therefore, the new teams of SPs were rela
tively unfamiliar with each other. Tape recordings of all inflight 
carrnunication occurring during NOE course runs were obtained by the IPs 
for training sessions involving both groups. 

Phase II, NOE Ccmnunication Questionnaire. Infonnation obtained 
frCill the recording of the tnflight camunications of the SPs and IPs 
of both groups was used to develop a Student Pilot NOE Cannunication 
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Questionnaire and an Instructor Pilot NOE Coomunication Questionnaire. 
These questionnaires were designed to determine what navigation phrases 
or tenus were used/preferred by SPs and IPs during NOE flight. The 
questionnaires were given to IPs fran three flight branches in group 
sessions without their students and to SPs, also in group sessions I on 
their last day of advanced flight training. The respondees were asked to 
give only their age and total flight hours so that their responses 
remained anonynnus . 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Phase I. The tape recordings of the two OOE cctmi.Jrlication groups 
were exam:med for density of canruni.cation or percent canruni.cation 
time per total tape (course) time. The results of this examination 
are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 

Crnvarison of the CCIIIIl.ll1icatian Groups 

Nulber of "00£ Course Runs Taped 
Mean Total Tape (Course) Time in Minutes 
Mean Ccml1.1nication Tilre in Minutes 
Mean Percent Caml.lnication Tilre 

Group I 

21 
38 1 ao" 
13 1 38" 

.15.5% 

Group II 

26 
32 1 18" 
14 1 36" 

45.'Z'!. 

The difference in the mean percent camunication times for the two 
groups was examined statistically (t = 10.07, df ~ 45, p < .OS), 
revealing that there was a significantly greater density of camunication 
exhibited by Group II individuals who were team:d together for the 
first time during NOE flight training. The relatively greater a!OOLUlt 
of time spent in c<mmll1ication by the new partner group ccrq:>ared to the 
old partner group perhaps indicated the need for a greater am:runt of 
cooversation for navigation with new flight partners, a situation 
"*rich may be impacted if standardized navigation tenns were taught. 

Examination of the tapes indicated a frequent use of tenns that 
either were confusing or that required the pilot to refer to his 
instrunents 1 thus bringing his head inside the cockpit and nmeltarily 
off the terrain obstacles illirediately ahead of the helicopter. Many 
of the confusing phrases used for navigation directicrlS were slang 
terms used by the copilot directing the pilot to change the heading of 
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the helicopter. The slang jargon used by the copilots often produced 
saiE indecision on the part of pilots who were not aware of the treaning 
the copilots associated with the terms. 

Unqualified "turn right" or "turn left" instructions also caused 
indecision and sl<::JWer reaction titre in canpletion of the maneuver when 
the pilot was not sure of the magnitude or degree of turn desired. Sare 
of the student navigators, who sat in the jtlllp seat located slightly to 
the rear of the pilot's seat, even resorted to the use of hand signals 
in directing the pilot. A great many exarrples such as this illustrated 
the need for an examination of Wlight navigation carmunication in 
order to detennine the techniques considered the roost desirable or 
efficient by IPs and SPs. 

Phase II. 1he following questions and responses are grouped as 
much as possible according to the general subject matter of the 
questions. 1he questions, in saiE cases paraphrased, will be included 
with the responses. Statistical canparisons were also reported, where 
appropriate, when the IP and SP responses significantly differed. 

IP Responses : 

1 -Rally terms, turn left--roll out or stop turn (at the appro
priate time). 

2 - Clock headings--tum to your 11:00 o'clock. 
3 - Turn an estimated number of degrees off straight ahead--tum 

20° left. 
4 - Turn to an azinuth--turn to a headi.i1g of 340°. 
5 - Turn to a cardinal magnetic heading--tum to a heading of NNW. 

SP Responses : 

1 - Rally term. 
2 - Clock heading, and 3 - Azimuth, very little difference between 

the preference of the two . 
4 - Degrees off straight ahead. 
5 - Cardinal magnetic heading. 

Figure 1 depicts the rankine for each type of navigation instruction. 
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2. During NOE flight, you are the pilot and copilot gave you the 
following instructions. Use the rating scale frcrn Question One and rate 
the responses . Order of ranking: 

SP Responses : 

1 - Rally tenns. 
2 - Degrees off straight ahead. 
3 - Clock headings. 
4 - Cardinal magnetic heading. 
5 - Azim.lths . 

IP Responses : 

1 - Rally terms, turn right--roll out or stop turn (at the 
appropriate t~). 

2 - Clock headings, turn to your 3 :00 o'clock. 
3 - Degrees off straight ahead, turn 90° to the right. 
4 - Cardinal magnetic heading, turn to the East. 
5 - Az:i.nuths , turn to a heading of 090°. 

Figure 2 depicts the rankings for each type of navigation 
instruction. 

3. During NOE flight, would you rather follow terrain features such as 
creek beds or fence lines or would you rather be told to turn left or 
right by the copilot as required and thus· be pointed in the right 
direction? 

a. Follow terrain features 

b. Be pointed in the right direction 

IPs SPs 

81'7. 

19'7. 

80% 

20% 

NOTE: Instructor and student pilot comments on Questions 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 
11, 13, 15, 20 and 28 are listed, along with the frequency of expression 
of each idea, in Appendix A. 

4. During NOE flight would you rather know where you are supposed to 
fly the helicopter (that is, be given a visual target ahead on the 
terral,n) or would you rather be told to turn left or right as required 
and tlrus be pointed in the right direction by the copilot? 

a. Have a visual target 

b. Be pointed in the right direction 

7 

IPs SPs 

8.3/'o 

17% 

90'/o 

10% 



FIGURE 2 

SP AND IP RANKING$ OF VARIOUS 
NOE NAVIGATION INSTRUCTIONS 
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5. During IDE flight VJOUl.d you rather folloo terrain features such as 
creek beds and valleys or VJOUl.d you rather have the copilot tell you to 
turn to your 11:00 o 1 clock or 1:00 o 1 clock (clock headings) as required 
so that you are constantly being pointed in the right directicn? 

IPs SPs 

a. Folloo terrain features 

b. Be pointed in the right direction 
with clock headings instructions 

9C1% 92% 

10'7. 8% 

6. What navigation terms or phrases do you usually use during lDE flight 
when you are the copilot (for example 1 clock headings 1 azim.lths, terrain 
features, rally terms, etc.)? Do you use a carbinatian of these terms? 

SPs Responses: 

1 - Use Whatever it takes to communicate 
19 - Best results occur when telling pilot to folloo terrain features 

and using tum-stop-tum directions if he strays fran course. 
11 - Use terrain features coupled with azim.lths 

3 - Use a carbination of tenns, depending upon density and type of 
terrain 

5 - Rally terms 
5 - Terrain features 
1 -Terminology is not the determining factor, pilot-copilot responsi-

bility to set up system prior to flight 
l - Clock headings, azim.lths and rally terms 
3 - Terrain points located by clock headings 
l - Terrain features located by clock headings 
4 - Terrain, clock headings and azinuths 
2 - Terrain, rally terms and azimuths 
l - Terrain and degree turns 

IPs Responses : 

30 - Canbination of the tenns 
21 - Rally terms and terrain features 
6 - Azimuths and terrain features are used roore 
6 - Clock headings and terrain features 
4 - Rally terms 
3 - Azimuths, terrain features, rally terms 
3 - Terrain features 
2 - Rally tenns and clock headings 
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7. During OOE flight, which of the following instructions do you feel 
cruld be accarplished faster (with shorter reactioo t:llre)? Rate the 
options frcm 1 to 5. With 1, accCXI1'lished with a very small reactioo 
t:llre; with 5, acccq>lished with a loog reaction time. Order of 
ranking: 

SPs Responses : 

1 - Rally terms, tum right--roll out or stop turn (at the appro-
priate time). 

2 - Clock headings, turn to your 2:00 o'clock. 
3 - Degrees off straight ahead, turn 450 to the right. 
4 - Azinuth, turn to a heading of 045°. 
5 - Cardinal magnetic heading, turn to a heading of Northeast. 

IPs Responses: 

1 - Rally terms, turn right--roll out or stop turn (at the appro-
priate time) . 

2 - Clock headings, turn to your 2:00 o'clock. 
3 - Degrees off straight ahead, turn 45° to the right. 
4 - Cardinal magnetic heading, turn to a heading of Northeast. 
5 - Azinuth, tum to a heading of 045°. 

Figure 3 depicts the rankings for each type of navigation instruc
tions. 

8. During IDE flight would you rather have the copilot give you rally 
instructions (turn right or left, stop turn, roll out, etc.), or would 
you rather have the copilot give you clock headings (such as tum to 
your 2:00 o'clock or turn to your 10:00 o'clock)? 

a. Rally instructions 

b . Clock headings 

IPs SPs 

7Wla 

22"1o 

BTl. 

13% 

9 . Have you ever heard a student pilot use a navigatioo tenn or 
phrase which caused the student pilot to be confused or unsure as to 
what he was supposed to do? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

10 

IPs SPs 

89'% 63% 

37% 



FIGURE 3 

SP AND IP RANKING OF INSTRUCTIONS 
ACCORDING TO TIME REQUIRED 
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The results of question nine on both questionnaires indicated that IPs 
had heard a student copilot use navigation terms or phrases 'Which 
caused the student pilot to be confused or unsure as to what he was sup
posed to do significantly roore often than the SPs (X2 = 11.85, df = 1, 
p < • 001) . This difference correlates with the IPs greater exposure to 
SP navigation training. 

10. If you were preparing to fly an NOE carbat mission with a new pilot 
over unfani.liar terrain, do you think you -oould talk with hlm abalt 
navigation terms you like to use or that you are accustaned to using? 

IPs SPs 

a. Yes 94% 92i. 

b. No 6% Bi. 

IP Explanations : 

10 - Different tenns ure used in different areas of the country 
17 - No consistent tenninology or CCilllDil phraseology 

5 - Very little time is spent on preflight :instructions en the 
different types of tenninology used in 00£, resulting in 
confusion between SP and copilot during flight 

2 - Copilot not being specific in his directi.oos to the pilot 
3 - During the initial flight, the copilot and SP may ~ 

trouble, but it is cnly t~rary 

11. Do you have any suggestions for making OOE navigatien catm.Jni.catien 
more effective or efficient? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

IPs SPs 

54% 

46i. 

51% 

4fJ% 

12. Do you think that the IPs should give students their initial 
instructions en vmat OOE navigation tenns or phrases should be used 
or do you feel that navigation tenninology should be taught in the 
classroan? 

a. Yes , IPs should teach their students 
all they need to l<:now about NOE 

IPs SPs 

navigatioo tenninology or techniques 23% 64% 

I 
!I ,, 
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b. No. the Aviation School should 
include NOE navigation termino
logy or techniques as a part of 
the classrOClll instruction given 
to the students. Then, IPs INO\lld 
only have to ranind the students 
of the correct procedures during 
flight training. 

IPs SPs 

36% 

Responses to question 12 were CCJ!l'ared and the results indicated 
that the IPs thought that navigation tenninology should be taught in 
the classrocm first so that only problem areas would have to be dis
cussed infl~t; this position significantly contrasted with the 
SP opinion (X = 21.28, elf = 1, p < .001). 

13. 'While flying have you ever seen poor or bad navigation terminology 
cause any problems? If yes, what happened? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

IPs SPs 

84% 

16% 

59"1.. 

41% 

'The responses to question 13 indicate that IPs have seen poor or 
bad na~ation terminology cause problems significantly roore often than 
SPs (X = 9. 84, df = 1, p < • 01) . This difference again could be 
accounted for by the IPs greater exposure to navigation training. 

14. As an IP, do you have to change the tenus or phrases you use for 
navigation when instructing OOE flight training as canpared to the higher 
altitude flight training? 

a. I use the same navigation terminology for high 
altitude flight as I do for NOE flight. 11% 

b. I use many different navigation phrases when 
flying NOE as compared to high altitude flight. 33% 

c. I use alnost the same set of navigation terms for 
both NOE and high altitude flight with a few 
changes when flying one or the other. 56i. 
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15. Can you see a real advantage in having fonnal instruction for all 
initial entry students oo navigatioo tenninology, therefore, having all 
the students "talking the sane language?" 

IPs SPs 

a. Yes 

b. No 23'/o 41% 

Responses to questioo 15 again indicate that the IPs significantly 
differ fran the SPs in that the IPs thought there would be an advantage 
in having formal navigation :instructicn, therefore. having all students 
"talking the sane language" (Xl = 5 .12, df = 1, p • . 05) . 

16. If you were told that you could not use terrain features at all in 
your navigation directions to the pilot over an OOE course, would you 
use: (Rank fran 1 to 4. 1 =roost desirable; 4 = least desirable term;). 

Order of Ranking: 

IP 

1 - Rally tenns 
2 - Clock headings 
3 - Azinuths 
4 - Cardinal magnetic headings 

SP 

1 - Rally tenns 
2 - Clock headings 
3 - Azinuths 
4 - Cardinal mcignetic headings 

Figure 4 depicts the ranking for each type of navigaticn instruction. 
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SP AND IP RANKING OF NOE INSTRUCTIONS AS TO 
THEIR DESIRABILITY FOR USE BY THE NAVIGATION/COPILOT 
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17. Approximately heM IIJ.JCh of a student pilot's (not the navigator) 
ccmrunication time in the cockpit during NOE training concerns navigation 
of the aircraft? 

The responses are illustrated belCM in Figure 5. 

20 STUDENT PILOT INSTRUCTOR PILOT 

15 

~ 10 
0 
"' .. ... 

5 

100 90 80 70 60 so 40 30 20 10 100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 

~EICENT 

PERCENT COMMUNICATION TIME 

BY THE STUDENT PILOT 

FIGURE 5 
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18. Approximately heM I!U.ICh of a student copilot's (navigator) 
ccrrrnunication tilre in the cockpit during OOE training concerns navigation 
of the aircraft? 

The responses are illustrated bel~ in Figure 6. 

STUDENT PILOT INSTRUCTOR PILOT 

100 90 80 10 60 50 40 30 20 10 100 flO 10 70 60 ~0 40 30 20 10 

PlaCINT 

PERCENT COMMUNICATION TIME 
8Y THE STUDENT COPILOT /NAVIGATOR 

FIGURE 6 

19. Do you feel that students would get lost or off the course less 
during NOE training if they had a brief instruction period on NOE 
navigation tenninology and phraseology? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

IPs SPs 

52% 

48/o 

20. Do you feel that a student pilot could do a better job of handling 
the helicopter during NOE flight if both he and the student copilot had 
been given the Satre instructions on NOE navigation tenninology? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

IPs SPs 

88% 

12/o 

llio 

29'/o 

Responses to question 20 also revealed a difference in opun.on 
between the IPs and SPs; the IPs indicated that the SPs could do a 
better job of handling the helicopter during NOE flight if both the 
SP and student copilot wez-e given the satre instructions on NOE 
navigation tennino1ogy (X = 9. 43, df = l, p < . 01) . 
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21. Approximately how many times do students get lost on each 1m 
course run during the first stages of their NOE training? 

The responses are illustrated below in Figure 7 . 
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DURING THE FIRST STAGES Of NO£ TRAINING 

FIGURE 7 

22. Approximately how many times do students get lost during the last 
stages of their IDE training? 

The responses are illustrated below in Figure 8. 
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FIGURE 8 

23. Approximately how many times do students get off the course on 
each 1m course run during the first stages of their NOE training? 

IPs Mean Estimate 

SPs Mean Estimate 

Slightly 

3.2 

3.4 

Severely 

1.6 

1.8 

24. Approximately how many times do students get off the course on each 
OOE course run during the last stages of their NOE training? 
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IPs Mean Estimate 

SPs Mean Estimate 

Slightly 

1.7 

1.8 

Severely 

0.5 

1.2 

25. Do you feel that students could fly the OOE courses faster if 
both student pilot and copilot had been given the sam= instructions 
en OOE navigaticn terminology? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

IPs SPs 

68% 

32% 

65% 

35% 

26. Have you ever had any fonnal instructicn ccncerning inflight navi
gation terminology? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

IPs SPs 

32% 

68% 

If yes 1 who were they given by (IP, classroan instructor 1 etc.) 1 and 
generally I what tenus or phrases were you told to use? 

IP Responses : 

10 - Classroan instructor 1 tenns such as: hilltop 1 saddle 1 valley 
(fran EM 1-260) . 

7 - Classroan instructor 1 told to use rally instructions with terrain 
features 

3 - Rally terms and cloCk headings 
4- IP 
2 - Told to use own terminology 

SP Responses : 

2 - lP 1 azimlths and terrain features 
5 - IP, rally terms (tum-stop-tum) 
l - Academics and lP, reliance on natural features and short 

ccncise instructions 
l- IP, terrain and rally terms 
4- IP, combination of terrain features, cloCk headings and rally turns 
l - IP, use terrain features 
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27. As an IP for l'«JE training, do you brief your students prior to 
flight as to ~ch navigational features , cues, wrds and phrases would 
be best to use? Why or ~y not? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

Reasons for Yes: 

7g'/. 

21% 

22 - Use natural features and rally terms 
2 - Rally tenns and clock headings 
1 - Clock headings, azinuths, speeds to hold 
2 - Do a good map study 
1 - Use oc.A type ca1trol mixed with usage of the terrain 

10 - Terrain feature instruction 
5 - Use terms associated with military map reading 
3 - Tell them to study FM 1-260 and switCh to those terms 
6 - Tell them to use tenns that they both understand and then 

give them exaq>1es of scme terms and ~thods 
1 - Rally instructions 

Reasons for No: 
6 - Like to see heM tJilCh the students know and if they can 

coomtni.cate with each other 
2 - Usually give instructions of this kind in the air 
1 - Students should recieve their instructions inside the classroan 
1 - Let students work together to develop phrases 
1 - No major problE!IIS 
1 - Lack of time 
1 - Easier 'When the situation arrives 

It is of interest to note that the majority of both IPs and SPs 
revealed that they had never received any fonnal instn.JCtions ca1cerning 
infli.ght navigation tenninology. However, when ccrrparing the respa15es 
to questions 27 and 26 (SP) , the nmher of IPs that indicated they brief 
their students on navigation tenninology prior to flight significantly 
differed fran the numer of SPs ~o said that they had been briefed 
(K2 = 29.8, df = 1, p < .001). 

28. Do you believe that the use of topographical features as naviga
tional aids would be safe in missions near the enemy in ~ch your 
camuni.cations could be m:nitored? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

I 
I 
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29. In a carbat situation, pilots mo have never flown together before 
are often assigned to fly together. What kinds of problEml in navi
gational terminology and pilot-copilot communication may be encountered? 

IP Responses : 

14 - Misunderstanding each other in relatioo i:o terminology used 
10 - Phraseology not standardized 
4 - Not predictable 
6 - None if they plan their flight anl:l discuss it beforehand 
5 - None if proper mission planning 
2 - Misinterpretation of instructions 
7 - Lack of standard tenns 
1 -All kinds 
5 - Not very serious, only a short period of adjustment wul.d be 

necessary 
2 - Depends on each individual 
4 - Sane as in a training envir0tl!le1t with the addition of the coohat 

factor 
2 - In a life and death situation, the outcare is usually good 

SP Respcnses : 

8 - Not very nuch problan, none that YJOU!d not normally be encountered. 
3 - Lack of communication, confusion 

16 - Different terminology and meanings, reduced cad:>at readiness 
1 - Team.vork is essential 

'The next question was in only the IP questionnaire: 

30. What is the greatest contribution you feel you can make to your 
student pilots during the OOE phase of their training? 

4 - How to navigate effectively 
4 - Teach them to believe in their maps when relating ground 

features and map features 
2 - Teaching the students to concentrate on mat they are doing 

with the aircraft 
3 - Safe flight at NOE altitudes 
3 - Confidence in themselves 
1 - Make sure all instructions are understood 
5 - Get him to use basic tenns such as terrain features and rally 

directions 
14 - Read and evaluate what they see on the chart as far as terrain 

features and also keep them out of the trees 
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7 - HeM to fly aircraft in an NCE envirormmt, maximizing cover and 
concealnent, also navigating effectively and accurately 

13 - Team.JOrk and navigation 
10 - Safety procedures 
4 - To instill confidence 
1 -TEACH! 
1 - TeaCh pilot to anticipate navigator stop if navigator seems 

unsure or sl<JVJS dot.m 

The following questions were in only the SP questionnaire: 

31. Do you feel that you were adequately prepared in reading maps and 
topographical features before you were required to navigate the NOE 
courses? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

32. During your NOE training, were there instances in which the direc
tions by the copilot (navigator) were sufficient, but pilot error caused 
a deviation fran the course? 

a. Yes 60% 

b. No 

33. Do you believe that roore flights with the sane pilot would i.nprove 
or facilitate your camurl.cations? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

Reasons for Yes: 

95% 

Si. 

11 - Being familiar with each other results in less talking to get 
the point across 

8 - Learn a certain pattem 
19 - Work roore like a team, lilltually agreeable nethod of NOE navi

gation caiiiD 

Reasons for No: 

1 - Should know how to navigate for all pilots 
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34. Do you have any additional c001!51ts or suggestions concerning NOE 
navigation tenninology or camunication? 

2 - Need of more ground and air schooling on navigation and map 
reading 

1 - Rally system seems most desirable with points on horizon to 
navigate with 

1 - Ccmnunication should not be constant flc:M, a signal or word 
to stop aircraft IIIlSt be used by pilot and navigator 

2 - Maintain camunication, keep the pilot's head outside the cockpit 
1 - Have a course in making proper map study 
1 - Give the pilot ETAs to certain checkpoints 
1 - Getting lost on NOE course caused by: 

a. Speed of aircraft 
b. Copilot's ability to react; exceed either one and you get 

lost 
1 - Canron tenns needed 
1 - Teanwork is the key 

CONCLUSIOOS 

In general, the SPs were less consistent in their preference for 
certain types of IDE navigation carmmication phrases (rally tenns, clock 
headings, etc.) than -were the IPs. The SP responses on Q,lestion One also 
indicated that az:inuths were one of the rmre desired types of NOE navi
gation teclmiques. The preference for az:inuths indicates perhaps that 
the students do not appreciate the head-out-of-cockpit demands of NOE 
flight. 

The IPs and SPs exhibited a very close agreemant in and strong pre
ference for terrain features or visual targets over the use of rally 
tenns or other instniCtions that would point the aircraft in the right 
direction. The SPs exhibited a slight departure fran the IPs in the 
type of navigation phrases they used. HONever, generally the IPs and SPs 
agreed in that they used a variety of types of instn1etions with the 
most preferred being terrain features and rally terms. 

The SPs and IPs stroogly agreed that they would talk over navigation 
terms with a new pilot before flying an NOE carbat mission over tmfami
liar terrain. lkMever, the majority of the SPs thought the IPs should 
teach their students all they need to knc:M about navigation tenninology 
or techniques. If the IPs were solely responsible for navigation 
ccmwnication instn1etion, the information no doubt would not be as 
consistent between instructors as it would be if that material were 
taught fran a program of instruction in the classroan. The majority of 
the IPs agreed that classroan presentation of NOE carmmication teclmi
ques would be the most desirable approach. If the same material were 
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presented to all aviators during flight training there would be less 
concern about flying with a new pilot for the first t:ilre. Also they 
-were of the opinion that it would pennit the pilot to do a better job of 
handling the aircraft. The IP's greater flight experience probably accounts 
for their choice of the formal and therefore standardized instruction 
\ohich cootrasted with that of the SPs. Standardized instruction dictates 
m:>re unifonni ty of in.flight camunication tenninology and thus a shorter 
reaction t:ime in carrying out a change in course due to the expectation 
ro the pilot's part of certain tenns or phrases. A reductiro of infli.ght 
confusiro could result in decreased navigation ccmwnication time which 
would allow m:>re time for other flight related duties. Also, a sense of 
tea!lloJOrk and cooperation can be developed quickly between new flight 
neroers, who have had the Sa!re standardized instructiro, because COOIOCil1 

understanding of navigation tenninology wouldn't have to be established 
through experience. kl analogous situation in aviatiro might be the 
tenninology used by Air Traffic Controllers (ATC) . This tenninology is 
taught to all flight students so that they l<now how to properly ask for 
and respcnd to ATC procedures. , This has enabled pilots to interact with 
air traffic controllers without excessive verbiage or coofusion. 

When considering the workload of the student pilot and copilot during 
OOE training, the IPs and SPs indicated that approximately 65 percent of 
the pilot's cCIIIIUlicatioo time concerned navigatioo of the aircraft while 
approximately 86 percent of the copilot/navigator's ccmrunicatioo con
cerned navigatioo of the aircraft. The analysis in Phase I revealed that 
approximately 40 percent of all N<E training time is spent in ccmrunica
tion, therefore, the crewlelbers are spending 30. 1 percent of their time 
solely in cCIIIIUlicatioo cooceming navigation. 

The SPs and IPs agreed that students could fly the NOE courses faster 
if both student pilot and copilot had been given the same instructions on 
OOE navigation tenninology. · While m:>st of the IPs and students tested 
-were aware of the head-in-cockpit problems created by the use of azinuths 
and magnetic headings , far too many pilots still do not coosider these 
types of navigation instructians to be a problem during terrain flight. 
Azinuths and coovass headings are very effective at higher altitudes, but 
they are often undesirable at very low levels . Since the current IPs have 
been exposed primarily to higher altitude flight regim:ns and because no 
standardized navigation instruction has been developed for terrain flight, 
it is quite natural for them to try to continue to use mat has been 
effective for them in the past. 

The use of terrain features has been stressed by all IPs, but the 
navigation portiro of tape recordings indicate that sare uses of terrain 
features are mre effective than others. The procedure which seared to 
be mst effective was for the pilot to give directions concerning terrain 
features within the visual field ahead. Thus, the copilot's instructions 
should (1) allow the pilot to fly toward same intermediate target, (2) be 
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cnly imnediately useable information, and (3) therefore, not get too far 
ahead of the aircraft . 

Many of the aviators tested indicated that they use several types of 
navigation tenninology. For example, the copilot might use a clock 
heading or the number of degrees left or right of the present heading to 
guide the pilot tC7Nard a terrain feature which is near the desired path 
of flight. Thus, directing the pilot in the desired directicn with rally 
terms, clock headings or degrees off straight ahead seems to be a very 
effective way of navigating When prominent terrain features are not 
present. This rrethod is also useful in providing additional orientation 
information even when terrain features are present. 

The advantages of navigation camunication standardization again are 
realized when one considers the anbient noise levels in which the crew
lJIE!Tbers nust operate. Data indicate that the pilot would be rwch nx>re 
likely to understand (correctly identify the \\lOrds or phrases) the co
pilot if the vocabulary is limited such that the pilot is expecting a 
finite nuri:Jer of possible navigation directions. Incorporaticn of sare 
of the above techniques or suggestions should reduce the intracockpit 
cCIIII1ll1ication workload, eliminate unnecessary pilot ''head-in-cockpit" 
time, and allCM the aircrew to concentrate on the roore intricate elE!OOllts 
of navigation and mission accanplislm=mt. 
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APPENDIX A 

Question 3 . 

IPs 1 reasons for choosing 3a: 

8 - Causes less confusion between pilot and copilot. 

17 - Gives the pilot a readily definable as well as visible reference. 

10 - Less talking between pilot and copilot. 

3 - Maintain right direction. 

4 - Terrain features can be seen easily by the pilot. 

2 - Decreases ~rkload on the navigator and allows nx>re t~ for 
tuning of radios and m:mitoring of inst:rtmmts, etc. 

2 - During NOE training, it is better to follow a creek bed rather 
than a given heading. 

1 - Don 1 t need to keep checking back and forth in the cockpit. 

2 - Easier for the pilot to maintain grOI.D1d track. 

2 - Being pointed in the right direction doesn't give the pilot a 
feeling that he is where he should be and also requires too II1.1Ch 
dependence on the navigator. 

2 -Easier for the navigator. 

SPs' reasons for choosing 3a: 

2 - Pilots can see features better than navigator. 

7 - Allows pilot to use best terrain features to mask aircraft 
while IWVing in the right general direction. 

4 - Gives a general idea of where to eo. 
5 - Takes the guess ~rk out of flying. 

7 - Pilot can anticipate and stay ahead of the aircraft. 
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3 - Limits camunication and increases pilot to copilot understanding. 

6 -Easier to fly and navigate this way. 

3 - Gives the pilot an objective heading to alter course. 

3 - Gives the copilot an opportunity for navigation tilre. 

IPs' reasons for choosing 3b: 

4 - If pointed in the right direction, the pilot can pick the best 
terrain and vegetation for concealment in that direction. 

5 - Sa:netimes there are several terrain features that are the sana 
and in close prOK:imity to each other. 

2 - Enables pilot to watch what aircraft is doing and not divide 
attentioo between navigation and what's happening around the aircraft. 

1 - Vbile being given direction to fly, the pilot would not becare 
preoccupied with any one thing such as fence lines. 

1 - Navigator should be primarily responsible for route. 

SPs' reasons for choosing 3b: 

5 - Clearer when ccncentrating on flying. 

1 - Copilot has m>re tilre to watch the terrain. 

1 - More dependable. 

1 - Pilot and copilot sometilre disagree on features they are following. 

IPs' reasons for choosing a and b: 

5 - Use both, assures proper flight path. 

l - Terrain features are seen easily by the pilot; however, being 
pointed in the right direction is an advantage when the navigator 
is navigating a fine point or cannot relate the terrain to the 
pilot adequately. 

1 - Use both to produce a well-rounded student who can navigate under 
both situations. 



Question 4. 

IPs 1 reasons for choosing 4a: 

9 - Have a better idea of where you are supposed to go. 

8 - Given a target, the pilot can make minor variations in course in 
order to gain maxinun cover and concealmznt and still get to 
the target. 

7 - Pilot can be roore useful in picking intenrediate check points 
fran knavn points . 

7 - Less ccmmmicatioo required, can go a greater distances with 
less instruction. 

3 - Concentrate on staying outside the aircraft and oo the route 
of flight without having to look back inside the aircraft oo 
instructions involving navigational headings. 

4 - Less confusion. 

5 - Flying to a target is easier for the pilot. 

1 - Ground can be covered faster. 

SPs 1 reasons for choosing 4a: 

8 - KnCM where the objective is and can be guided fran there. 

2 - More concise. 

3 - Less chance of error. 

5 - Allows pilot to use terrain to mask aircraft while rooving in 
the general direction. 

1 - Can use la.rest terrain for a target. 

4 - Can plan flight ahead, ready for turns, know to fly around objects. 

3 - Have ground reference point while navigator studies the map. 

IPs 1 reasons for choosing 4b: 

3 - No confusioo as to what direction to go. 

l - No chance in identifying the wrong target. 
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1 -Easier to follow instructions. 

1 - Copilot can pick his own target. 

SPs 1 reasons for choosing Lib : 

1 - More exact. 

2 - If looking ahead, the pilot may miss s<m'!thing in the :i.moodiate 
flight path. 

1 - Many times no target exists. 

1 - Pilot can concentrate on flying more. 

IPs 1 reasons for choosing both a and b: 

4 - With a coobination of both, one can be pointed in the right 
direction with visual targets and kept on course with a series 
of t:tnn ccmnands. 

3 - To assure both pilot and copilot are using the sane visual target. 

Question 5. 

IPs 1 reasons for choosing Sa: 

4 - Easier to follow creek beds than fly a clock heading; also, clock 
headings nust be fairly constant, thus restricting maxi.m.m cover 
and conceahrent. 

8 - Requires less camuni.cation, you can go a greater distance with 
less instruction. 

10 -Lessens the confusion in the cockpit; faster progress and less 
camunication in the cockpit. 

8 - Gives the pilot a readily definable as well as visible reference 
(terrain feature). 

9 - Clock headings aren 1 t accurate and are confusing, clock headings 
are too different in individual minds. 

3 - Easier for pilot to maintain ground track. 

2 - Following terrain features gives you IIDre warning on an 
approaching change of route. 
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SPs' reasons for choosing Sa: 

2 - Pilot can see the terrain features better than the navigator. 

1 - Easy to fly off course, keeps navigator on map. 

17 - Allows pilot to use best terrain features to mask aircraft 
while moving in general direction. 

1 - Can use the lowest terrain for target. 

1 - Copilot has roore time to watch terrain. 

7 - Gives pilot an orientation on purpose and direction of flight. 

4- Easier, safer. 

3 - Allows advanced plarming and team.'Orl<. 

6 - Terrain features--clear cloCk headings--vary. 

IPs' reasons for choosing 5b: 

2 - Enables pilot to watch what aircraft is doing and not divide 
attention bet.vleen navigation and what's happen:ing around the 
aircraft. 

SPs' reasons for choosing Sb: 

2 - Less chance of error. 

1 - Tenns can be confusing. 

1 - Hard to follow terrain sometimes. 

IPs' reasons for choosing both a and b: 

7 - Use a coohination of tenns , use cloCk headings to orient the 
pilot toward terrain features of concern. 

Q.l.estion 8. 

IPs' reasons for choosing 8a: 

23 - More easily understood and roore accurate. 

18 - Clock headings can be confusing and are not as accurate. 
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7 - Navigators know exactly when to tell you to roll out and can 
make a correctim if necessary fran there. 

6 - Pilot doesn't have to refer to inst:nm=!nts, keeps his head outside. 

3 - Reaction time would be less. 

SPs' reasons for choosing 8a: 

7 - Pilot rolls out exactly Where navigator wants him to. 

2 - More coordination. 

8 - Less confusing. 

10 - Keeps pilot's head outside the cockpit. 

4 -Less time for rally instructions. 

5 - More exact. 

3 - Clock headings den' t give enough information, perceptim is 
different. 

2- Faster reaction with rally instructions. 

IPs ' reasons for choosing 8b: 

8 - React rrore quickly to clock headings, pilot has sane idea at what 
point to check on praninent features . 

SPs ' reasons for choosing 8b: 

2 - The pilot has an idea of where he is going so he can look ahead at 
the terrain. 

1 -Keeps the pilot's eyes outside. 

1 - Good for ball park directions. 

1 - Quicker reaction. 

Question 9. 

The following items were listed by the IPs as having caused confusion 
in the cockpit: 
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16 - Confusion was caused by the copilot not being nore specific 
in his directions to the pilot (also, the copilot's use of 
slang terms unfamiliar to the pilot). 

12 - Misunderstanding of terminology due to team nerbers being fran 
different parts of the ccnmtry. 

6 - Confusion resulting fran a lack of specific instructions before 
flight. 

8 - Indistinct instructions. 

4 -Generally, it is What is not said, failure to give the pilot 
enough infonnation to guide him properly. 

2 - Using clock headings becares confusing to the pilot. 

The following itE!IlS \Yere listed by SPs as having caused sc:ma con-
fusion in the cockpit: 

1 - Foll<M creek bed to the right. 

1 - Stating headings (ask to repeat or turn to the wrong one) . 

1 - Features are confusing. 

1 - Not kn<Ming h<M Il1lCh to turn (degree) . 

l - Turn right or left. 

2 - Go to the hill on the right (when there are two hills). 

1 - Turn to about 3:00. 

2 - Turn here. 

1 - Clock headings. 

1 - Navigator and pilot having different meanings for wrds . 

2 -At a Y, told to foll<M l<M grcnmd. 

1 - Hold it equal to stop or sl<M? 

1 - Keep feature to left versus fly left of it. 

1 - Tum right 45° and NW 45°. 
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3 - Over there (with a hand signal) . 

1 - Azi.Iruths while flying IDE. 

1 - Turn to your 3:00 o'clock then to your 6:00 o'clock. 

3 -Nebulous reference points. 

4 - Unclear directions of approaching condition. 

1 - Rally instructions without roll out direction. 

Question ll. 

IPs' Suggestions: 

18 - Sane type of standardization should be developed and initial 
entry students should have a class of this nature in academics. 

5 - Avoid standardization, each crew should use the system which 
best suits that particular crew. 

3 - Keep instructions si.nyle, even if you have to talk twice as nuch. 

3 - Have IIDre classes on terrain features with actual pictures. 

1 - Cad:>ining rally tenns with terrain features would allow the pilot 
to maintain NJE with the least possible radio chatter. 

1 - Publish a list of definitions for terrain features. 

1 - Strictly adhere to tenns found in FM 1-260. 

2 -Use rally terms. 

SPs' Suggestions: 

2 - ~hasis should be placed on navigator orienting the pilot on 
things outside the aircraft. 

4 - Copilot should be briefed as to what terms to use. 

1 - Use left and right directions with azinuths. 

6 - Standardization of terms. 

1 - Preplan and utilize terrain and general azi.Iruths. 
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3 - Proper advising of the pilot of speed and direction changes. 

4- Use familiar terms. 

2 -Use terrain and rally techniques. 

4 - Mutual understanding of hew each navigate. 

1 - Use terrain features and never use C<Xllla5S headings. 

Question 13. 

IPs' examples of navigation tenninology problem areas: 

7 - Confusion on the part of the SP navigator. 

12 - Student pilot got lost. 

13 -Navigator failed to give distinct instructions. 

15 - Unccmron or different phraseology caused problems or loss of tilre. 

8 - Pilot ttrrned right when navigator said left. 

4 - Pilot was not given full instructions on turn or route of flight. 

2 - Using cCJll>ass headings . 

2 - The rate of turn. 

SPs examples of navigation tenninology problem areas: 

2 - Tenninology is not the problem, the problem is using hand 
gestures toward terrain features . 

9 - Wrong instruction or vague terms. 

1 - Delay in mission because of disorientation. 

2 - Clock headings cause roore tirre wasted and are roore confusing. 

2 - Hesitation and confusion before taking course. 

1 - Speed control sometimes lacking. 

2 - Poor cCIIlll.ll1ication resulted in (1) overshooting the 12 and 
getting lost and (2) confusion and flying off course. 
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1 - Difference in idea of 10: 00 o 1 clock by students . 

1 - Navigator failed to give a direction to turn 

1 - Poor planning. 

2 - Student pilot doesn 1 t do what you want. 

2 - Lack of coordination between pilot and copilot. 

1 - Copilot using "right" as a yes respcnse. 

1 -Copilot gave azimuth in area where the pilot's head needs to be 
out of the aircraft. 

1 - "'!urn 45°" - Does it rrean to make a 45° t1m1 or to tum to 045 
heading? 

Question 15. 

IPs' reasons for Yes : 

15 - Would eliminate crofusion. 

12 - Everyone would call out the sama features in the same manner. 

6 - Students would be rruch better for the flight line. 

4 - A very brief progranmed text would be fine. 

4 -Would be easier to understand each other. 

4 - \Wld sinqllify teaching NOE. 

3 - Would be safer. 

3 - Saves titre, might keep students frcm getting lost. 

1 - \okmld help to develop a good working relationship between students. 

SPs 1 reasons for Yes: 

5 - Standardization of tenns for NOE should be set just like those 
for inst:rllnent camunication. 

7 - Creates nutual and understandable navigation phrases resulting 
in less coofusion. 

il 
il 
ii 
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1 - Simplicity. 

1 - When flying with other people you have sane idea of what the 
other person is talking about. 

1 - Better camunications. 

1 - Let pilots and copilots use what YJOrks best for them. 

1 - No t:i.Ire for individual teclmiques unless t:i.Ire permits instructing 
the copilot. 

IPs' reasons for No: 

4 - Fonnal instructions wat' t change a person's camunication habits. 

3 - Would be a waste of t:i.Ire. 

2 - This should be YJOrked out before flight. 

2 - If a student starts YJOrrying about his speech, he may not be 
able to concentrate on his flying. 

2 - It would be impossible to get everybody to use the same 
tenninology. 

1 - In order for them to understand tenns, they nust see the ground. 

SPs' reasons for No: 

2 - Has to be worked out between the pilot and navigator. 

1 - Simplicity. 

1 - 1\.;u people develop their own tems after one hour of flight ti.m:. 

2 - Language is constantly changing and is a personalized affair. 

1 - Work out tenns individually with hints frcm the IP. 

1 - Not tenn:i.nology but ccmoon sense, describe what the pilot would 
do with a regular descriptive language. 

Question 20. 

IPs' reasons for Yes : 
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23 - Less confusing. 

9 - Less hesitation when preparing to tum (reacticn ti..ne ...uuld be 
quicker). 

4- Using the same terms. 

1 - Saves training time. 

1 - Better tmderstanding and trore confidence. 

SPs' reasons for Yes: 

9 - Prior arrangement be~ them would solve problems, both knc:M 
lrvilat is meant by certain phrases or terms . 

2 - Spend less time trying to tmderstand each other. 

3 - Eliminate confusicn. 

3 - Pilot could anticipate what navigator will say. 

1 - But experience teaches. 

4 - Ccnm.lnicaticn with the copilot is worked out easily, everyroe 
develops rrethods anyway. 

1 - If navigator is tmSure of his location, hesitation exists 
regardless of phraseology. 

3 - Communication takes practice. 

3 - Navigation principles are more important. 

IPs' reasons for No: 

2 - Doesn't warrant a classr()(J!l course. 

2 - Students should develop their CMn phrases. 

2 - Landing the aircraft has little or nothing to do with 
navigation terminology. 

3 - Camunication habits woo' t be easily changed 

Q.lestion 28. 

IPs' reasons for Yes: 
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1 - I feel terrain features would be hard to recognize. 

4 - (Depending on local area terrain) - Just by using terrain 
features it would be virtually ~ssible to pick out a route 
of flight. 

11 - It's a sure bet that "they" could be laying for you at the 
praninent topographical features . 

4 - Once you explain terrain features you see on the ground, 
saneone could perhaps locate you on their map. 

1 - Provided you didn't transmit. 

1 - Only permanent features on the earth--other methods can be 
rendered unusable. 

SPs' reasons for Yes: 

6 - Don't pinpoint location by caiiilll1i.cati.ng the general location. 

2 - Since interccm is used. 

5 - Safe in area with relatively unifom terrain, unsafe with 
unique terrain. 

1 - More important to kn<M where you are. 

1 - As long as radio silence is maintained. 

3 - If you use a code. 

IPs' reasons for No: 

4 - Who has equi]XISlt to rwnitor interccm consistently? 

3 -Topographical features would normally be alright, however, they 
tend to change due to artillery bombs, strikes, etc. 

SPs' reasons for No: 

9 - Enemy would kn<M your position. 

1 - Careful use of tellDS would avoid this . 

1 - Silence is imperative. 
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